Ensure
accurate
pricing control
and stock
management with
Single Scan
Barcode

We ﬁrmly believe that software should work for the user to make processes easier
and more eﬃcient. Our Single Scan Barcode update does just that, and your retail
teams will love it.
Single Scan Barcode (SSB) enables more control when processing gift aid and management
information on donated and non-donated sales. This means better accuracy with pricing and
improved stock management.

NPoS

CHARiot

Support

Protect

Shop teams have a tough enough job, that's why we believe EPoS
systems should make life easier. Our SSB update enables tighter
pricing processing for donated goods and a faster transaction time
at the till. SSB not only speeds up the process for customers in your
stores but also improves eﬃciencies with easy to use department
tabs which allow your shops to amend pricing and rotate stock
seamlessly.

So, what is in it for you and your charity?
By improving the management sales information your shops can
improve their space utilisation which will lead to increased sales
and Gift Aid contributions. By improving control over pricing your
shops will protect their margins and price donations to match or
beat direct competition.
Our analytics allow an overview of customer behaviour, letting you
know what is being purchased and allowing you to control stock
levels centrally. Make sure your shops have what they need, when
they need it.

Key Features
• Making it easier to sell,

reducing team training
requirements

• Gives you better control
over stock and pricing

• Better analytics so you
know what your
customers want

• Maximise revenues for

your charity with better
control over margins

• Improves shop eﬃciency
without increasing
workload of your team

We know customers have less time than ever before,
so we have made the selling process so quick that
they have more time to browse. Our simple to use,
single scan also reduces training time for your
team members.
Our CHARiot software continues to develop in
line with your business and customer needs.
We pride ourselves on being at the forefront
of these developments and a driving force of
change in our industry.
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